
These below words are For the sincere care for  
life, all of it, of this planet earth and for planet 
earth itself !

YOU that is sincerely, truly and Honorably 
interested in the Ecological and Environmental 
continuations of all life forms upon this planet 
and sincerely cares with Heart that this Planet 
Earth continues as a life giving home of all the 
rare and extraordinary life forms upon this 
planet and sincerely cares for their own life 
and that of their own personal family members 
to have a full life span and not to face a toxic 
waste infected ghastly death before the year 
2055 and  fully knows they are capable with 
resources of  a Scientific Team of Physicist with 
knowledge, tools, and a working location or 
enough of a financial tool to make the 
advancement of TPeOm is welcome to 
electronically contact me at; +6017-292-4072 or 
donate@tpeom.org: Prof. Yoshida
or physically personally contact me within 
Bandar Ipoh, Perak. (Availability is 24-7.)

There is an internationally known accepted fact accredited to the ecological human scientific 
community of Earth concerning the toxic contamination destruction of planet Earth! 
Those scientists projected a calculated fact that Earth will go unlivable toxic with no more 
ability to sustain any form of atmosphere breathing life forms or most aquatic life forms and a 
major number of plant life forms, (by or somewhat around or before the calendar year of 
2055.) 
The year 2050 may be the end point of recovery for this planet, and the recovery effort will only 
have 5 (five) years of time to make it happen.

FOR NOW THIS MOMENT AS YOU READ THIS, At the current rate that the rubbish waste of 
humanity is being poured and dumped into the planets Environment, the year 2055 can be the 
actual final year of life for all on this planet and  the year of final toxic poisoning termination 
destruction of Planet Earth. 

2055 is only 37 years forward from the year of 2018, or with added population the time line 
window can and will reduce from 2067 to 2055 which leaves only 22 more years before the 
total non-recoverable point of no return arrives at 2040. Ghastly Reality‼
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